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1891-1804 for biography carried me through.   Here are almost the only two good
Age 39-41 things:
1. ' There dwelt among the untrodden ways
To Rydal mere which lead
A bard whom there were none to praise,
And very few to read/
—not a bad parody of our revered poet.
2. * Cato—or some old Roman—said that he would rather posterity
should ask why there were no statues to him, and not why there were/
After a visit to Westminster Abbey one feels there is point in that.
I will let you know what I think of Moltko—and of anything and
everything I read. I am taking a course of Balzac in bed at night, and
am just beginning La Peau de Chagrin, which, shame to relate, I have
never read before : there's a gap for you I I know you would like Mme.
de Edmusat, though it brings out the petty side, the * essential cad' in
Napoleon more than almost any other book* I doubt your finding much
that will help or even greatly interest you in Schopenhauer, but (except
Hegelin a few rare moments) he is the only one of the German philosophers
who can write readably. Has Haldano infected you with an interest in
Lassalle and his Helene i He is certainly a picturesque figure—Jew,
Hegelian, dandy, duellist, lover, founder of the Socialist movement, and
dead before he was forty. There is plenty of * rush and colour * for you
there. . . „"
" I had intended to give you a day's holiday to-day, but as you see
second thoughts, and the force of habit, and perhaps something elses,
have undermined my resolution, Not that I have really much to say—-
except what you are tired of hearing, but there is no one else in the whole
world to whom I can talk freely, or from whom I get in return light and
help and hope.
The more I think of your projected flight into Egypt the less I like the
prospect. I believe it is eleven or twelve days* post to Cairo. Egypt and
India are the two places I have always most wished to explore, but I see
no chance of ever being able to do so. * Ever' is perhaps a long word. In
fact I am not much fonder of long travelling than you arc* But when you
once get there you are bound to be interested by what you see—Eastern
colour, the desert, the Nile, etc,—and the tedium will be alleviated by
the society of Mihxer and other well-informed persons. I expect you
will come back a hardened Egyptologist. It is all very well to hold out
alluring visions of smoke and conversation in a loose-box some time in
January. Such dim and distant possibilities are very poor consolation
loaf the certainty of two months' absence, risks and discomforts of travel*
slow posts, and every kind of distracting anxiety and fear* I loathe and
**' curse thf whole thing. But of course you are right and I love you for
The pa/pers to-day all say that A. J. B,x has got the leadership and
Gosohen's speech points in the same direction.  In that ease the explosion
against G, (Goschen) has been too strong and universal for SaSsbury.
* Mr. Arthur JT»

